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A NOTE ON THE KERNEL OF POINCARE OPERATOR

By SANG MOON KIM

A Fucshian grop G is a subgroup of the Mobious group, which acts di
scontinuously on the open unit disk .d of the Riemann sphere. The quotient
.dIG is a 2-manifold and is given a complex structure by requiring that the
projection .d----'>.d IG to be holomorphic. A holomorphic function g (z) on .d
satisfying the following functional equation

g(A(z»=A'(z)qg(z) for AEG, is called an automorphic form of weight
2q. Poincare constructed an automorphic form by the following equation

F(z) = I;f(A(z) )A' (z)q ; f(z) is analytic on .d and I; moves on G. We
denote it by F(z) = «()q) (J(z». A fundamental region w of a Fucshian group
G is a connected wc.d such that mes (cl (w) Iw) is zero, no two interior
points of ware G equivalent, and every zE.d is equivalent to some point
of cl(w). The analytic automorphic form of weight-2q with

Ilfll/,p=wA(z)2-qplf(z) IPdxdy<oo

form a Banach space Aq(G) of integrable forms. The analytic function sati
sfying

form a Banach space A q•

It is well known that

()q : Aq--~Aq(G)

is norm decreasing, surjective linear mapping. Let G be a Fucshian group.
Are there any constructive characterizations of the kernel of the 8q? This
problem is an important and unknown. In the following we consider the
above problem.

Let the Fuchsian group G contain an elliptic element E. Considering the
conjugate group of it we may assume without loss of generality that the
fixed points of E are 0 and 00. E can be written as E(z) =az and a=exp
(2Jri II). {En} forms a subgroup of order 1.

PROPOSITION 1: Let G be a Fucshian group contains an elliptic element of
()f·der I. f(z) be an analytic function with f(E (z» = f(:::). Then the kernel
8q contains f(z) if qis not a multiple of I.
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Proof. ConSider the caset.space G/ {E}. where {E} = {E. E2
f

•••,:El }.

Let H be ,a set.:~ consists'of exaetiy one ·elements from _h coset of
Gj {E}. Th&lVe 1kw

G= {E"A : n=l, 2, •••, I, AEH}.

(d/dz) (El'Ei(Z» =1.

Let ~(z) -:-8q(f(z» then
F{rz) = E*[!h'j(E..(A(z»JE,/(A(z) )A' (Z)9.

lihere E..(z) den:otes Ea(z) and E* moves on H. By a simple calculation
we nave

F(z) =I:*j(A(z»A' (z)q[l-E' (z)'q/l-E' (z)q]. .

Hence if q is not a multiple of I then E'(z)'=1 gives that F(z) ===0.

~OLLARY. G be a Fucski8n group containing an elliptic element. 0/ order
1 witk fi:Eed points 0 and ij k+q and I are relative prime prime tlten Oq(zJ)
==0.

Proof. By a simple calculation we have

Oq(zi) = L:*A (Z) kA' (z)f(l-E' (z)'(!l+m) /!-E'(z)HmJ

SiDce {E} is cyclic the asseetion follows.

Note the proposition 1 is proved in [4J. in the upper half plane.

Vleassume now on that theRiemmm surface A/G. is compact. For .analy~

tic function fez) with If(z) 1<00 on 11, it is clear that fez)E~ for all p
;;;;:2. For a compact Rimann surfacr F(Z)EAq(G) has only a fiDite number
of zero's on A/G, otli~e it is identically zero. The number of zeto points
depends oD:Iy on G..Let N be the number of zero's of FEAq then we have
the followiag formular

N= (q!2) {2g-2+:E (1-[;-1)}

where g is the genus of ,dIG aDd 1i are constants depends on G. Let {zt.
Z2• •••• za} be n (>N) c:lifferent points in wand if an analytic function (If I
-<00). has zero's on the set

{A(Zi) : ;=1,2, ...,11, and AEG}

theJl clearly {}q(f(z»==O. But a G set X= {A(z) : AEG} to be a zero set
of a bounded analytic function on .d, it is necessary that X satisfies the
following

E(I-IA(z) 0<00.
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By a simple calculation we have

,E (1 -IA(z) I)>(1/2) (1-lzI2) (,EA'(z».

For the nonelementary group G, it .is known that ,E IA'(z) Iq diverges for fr
<1. Hence we have the following proposition.

PRoPOSmoN 1. Let G be non-elementary Fucshian group. A bounded analytic
function has zero's on a G set then it vanishes identically on LI.

By definition fEA q satisfies

J.,(I- l z\2)q-2If(z) Id.xdy<oc.

Now we consider only unbounded f which is contained in A q• With the
Poincare metric 4;«z)-1 we know that the area w depends only oil G. Let
l/kbe the area of w. Let R(m,n)= {z: 1-2m<lzl<I-2n}, then we have

Area R(n+l, n»21r(2n+I -2n) = (21r) (2n). We call a Fucshian group G
proportional if R(n+l, n) contains at least k2# fundamental regions of G.

PRoPOSITION 2. Let G be a proportional group and (q+l)<(10g2e) (k/4).
Then analytic function f of A q has zero's on a G set iff f o.

Proof. Let f has zero's on a G set {A(z) : AEG}. Assume that f has
no zero at z=O. Then by Jensen's formular we have

If(O) 1(7rr/IA(z) I)< (1/27r) S:If(re ill
) IdO

where 7r moves on all IA (z) I<r. Since K(n, n+1) contains 2nK zero points.
of f, we have the following estimation.

If(O) I (,8/a) <(1/21r) 21:0 lJ(re ill) IdO,

log a= {Klog(l- (1/2» +2Klog(1- (1/22» +"'+2m- 1K

log(l- (1/2111»}

logj9= (K+2K+ ...+2m- 1K)log(l- (1/2m» .

., limm_,,.1oga«-.Km/4),

limm_oologj9~(-2K).

Hence

(If(O) \) (7rr/ IA(z) I) exp«Km/4) -2K)

as m-oc.
Let t=(log2C)(K/4), then exp«Km/2)-2K)
diverges in the form of (l-r)t.
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Hence if t>q+1. then
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t (1-1 %P~)q-~Jf(z) Idxdy

is diverging. and conclude the proposition.
Assume that G has no parabolic· element; then the bounded automorphic

forms (that is IF (z) l (z) "?JJ I<00) with inner product

(F. G) =", F(z)G(z)l(z)2-iJdxdy

becomes a Hilbert space.
It is known that every bounded automorpmc form of G has eXactly N

:zero's on w. and the N depends only on G. Let G conbJin elliptic elements
.and 1 be the least order of elliptic subgroup of G. further assume that the
elliptic element has fixed points at 0 and 00. Under this asumption a boun
ded automorpmc form F(z) can be expended as

F(z) =aopZ"+···+a'll+lIlz'O+~+···,

where v is the smallest positive integer with v+q is a multiple of t.
PROPOSITION 3. Let G and 'V be defined as the aduve. Then

{8(zI) :v=k. k+l.···. k+nl.···}

forms a basis of tke Hitbert sPl!>ce of the of the bounded forms. And at
least one of {zk, .#H, ••<zi+CN+nl} is not in the kernel of Oq.

Proof. By calculation we have (F(z).{)(zk»=a",cl where ak is the· k-th
taylor coefficient of F(z). If F(z) is orthogonal to all of 8 (zl). then we
have F(z)===O. Hence {8(zI)} forms a basis~ If O(zk+il)==O for i=O, 1•...•
N +1. Then every bounded form have at least N+1 zero at the origin, it
is a contradiction. Hence we conclude the proposition.
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